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Insurance

• The Stables Equine Practice strongly supports the principle of insuring your horse against 
unexpected illness or accidents. Please be aware however that it remains your responsibility 
to settle your account regardless of whether you anticipate reimbursement through your 
insurance policy or not – veterinary fees can only be claimed once the fees have been paid 
by the policy holder, unless a direct claim has been agreed in advance.

• Should you wish The Stables Equine Practice to accept payment direct from your insurance 
company, please contact the office as your claim will need to be authorised and the insurance 
excess paid at the beginning of any new claim.

• Please check the terms and conditions of your insurance policy, as with some companies, they 
may only pay the discounted amount, taking the view that you should minimise the costs by 
using our discount system available for prompt payment. Your insurance company will not pay 
for any interest that has been added to an overdue account.

• It is your responsibility to always notify your insurance company of any potential claim as soon 
as possible, and you should arrange for veterinary fees claim forms to be forwarded to The 
Stables Equine Practice without delay in order to speed the process.

• It is your responsibility alone to ensure the contract with your insurance company is valid before 
treatment commences as it may not cover your horse for pre-existing conditions. The Stables 
Equine Practice is not responsible for invalid claims for whatever reason.

• We reserve the right to charge an administration fee which is NOT claimable from the insurance 
company. This is a ‘one off’ charge per claim.

• Please advise us how much your insurance excess is – if your excess is a percentage of each 
invoice this must be paid by you throughout the claim.

• If an insurance claim includes ongoing consultations and treatments, it is the policy holder’s 
responsibility to notify their insurance company of additional fees (invoices) they wish to claim. 
You will still receive weekly invoices for any treatments, as it is not possible for us to automatically 
identify such items, but we are happy to forward invoices directly to your insurance company if 
you could contact us either by telephone 01749 830666 or email info@sepvets.com.

• Please note that some insurance companies require a ‘continuation form’ each time invoices 
are submitted. Please check with your insurance company if this is a requirement and forward 
signed and completed continuation forms to us to avoid any delay with payments.

How we work with your insurers  
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We recommend that horse owners take out insurance to provide veterinary fees cover in case the 
unfortunate happens and your horse gets sick or has an accident. There are many different companies 
offering insurance and the following points are things to consider when comparing policies.

How much vet’s fee cover is available? 
Policies tend to vary form £1000 - £5000. We recommend being covered for vets fees for at least 
£5000, this doesn’t go far when faced with the cost of surgical treatments.

Does the vet’s fee cover include any limits? 
It may be wise to check with your Insurance company regarding advanced treatments ie MRI, CT 
scan, operations, as to costs that will be covered. Some insurance companies have specific limits for 
these procedures.

Is the full cost of advanced imaging techniques covered? 
Some policies will only pay a percentage of an MRI or CT scan.

How much is the excess? 
These vary a lot, many policies with vet’s fee cover of £5000 have a fixed excess in the region of 
£150. Others have a percentage excess which can work out more expensive.

At what age of the horse does the company only provide a veteran policy? 
Veteran policies often cover only accidental injury and not illness such as coughing or colic. Some 
companies extend the age limit for complete cover if you have been insured with them for the 
previous few years.

Is there a cooling off period? 
Most policies only cover accidental injury and do not provide full cover for the first 14 days.

How are payments made? 
If payments are made in instalments are they monthly (12 payments per year) or every 4 weeks (13 
payments per year)?

Is mortality (value of the horse if it dies) covered? 
Please be aware that mortality claims have to meet strict criteria and are only claimable if the horse has 
to be destroyed as the only way prevent inhumane suffering. Many people are shocked to discover 
when they want to put their horse to sleep to end suffering due to chronic illness that they will not be 
covered by mortality insurance.

Tips for choosing a policy
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Is the cost of euthanasia and disposal covered? 
This is frequently in the region of £400- £500 and rarely covered.

Check whether the policy includes cover for;
• Hospitalisation fees

• Livery fees

• Alternative therapy (physiotherapy)

• Travel costs

• Additional costs of keeping a horse on box rest (bedding and feed)

• Feed Supplements (nutraceuticals)

• Remedial farriery

Do you want cover for loss of use? 
This can come at a substantial additional cost and it is important that you give an accurate and up to 
date description of your intended use of the horse.

Some policies expect routine preventative health care treatments to be carried out in line with 
veterinary advice. This includes regular dental treatments and influenza and tetanus vaccinations. If 
your horse contracts tetanus and has not been previously vaccinated it is unlikely the vets fees will be 
covered by insurance. Similarly if a serious dental problem arises and regular dental treatments have 
not been performed it is unlikely problems will be covered.

If discounted fees are available from your vets (e.g. early settlement discount) some companies will 
only pay out the discounted price regardless of whether or not you took advantage of it at the time.


